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Why are Investment Treaties and Investor/State
Arbitration Relevant for your Business ?

 Companies make investments throughout the world, in
various forms

In doing so, interaction with State or State entities is
commonly required to obtain permits, licenses, approvals;
when the State is as a business partner, through the court
system or otherwisesystem or otherwise

When something goes wrong, in many jurisdictions, resorting
to the local recourse or challenge mechanisms may not be
satisfactory or efficient

 In addition to the usual measures to which modern investors
resort to protect their investments, international law and
investment treaties provide an additional layer of efficient
protection that is often overlooked
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Main substantive investor protections
under investment treaties

• Fair and Equitable Treatment
• Full Protection and Security
• Arbitrary or Discriminatory Measures
• Observance of Obligations (“Umbrella Clause”)
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Main substantive investor protections
under investment treaties

• National Treatment
• Most-Favored-Nation Treatment
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Main substantive investor protections
under investment treaties

• No Expropriation without Compensation
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Resolution of Investor/State disputes through
international arbitration
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Effectiveness of international arbitration
in resolving Investor/State disputes

• Before the advent of modern investment treaties, investors lacked
viable options to resolve disputes with host States.

• Today, investment treaties provide a neutral, fair, and expert means
of resolving investor-state disputes.

• ICSID awards are not subject to appeal or review by national courts.

• Monetary awards must be recognized and enforced as if they are
final judgments of domestic courts.
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• ICSID arbitration only permits limited review of awards by way
of interpretation, revision and annulment. No power to revise
an award on the merits or to re-open the tribunal's decision on
the evidence

Effectiveness of international arbitration
in resolving Investor/State disputes
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State actions which may breach investors’ rights under
investment treaties and trigger international arbitration

Actions by the Executive / Ministries

Cancellation of concessions for mining, oil and gas exploration
and production, etc.

Seizure of an investor’s assets by the State

Imposition of arbitrary or discriminatory taxationImposition of arbitrary or discriminatory taxation

Actions by Regulatory Agencies

Arbitrary or discriminatory regulatory measures such as the
withdrawal of industry subsidies

Revocation of licenses to operate in industries such as
telecommunications
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Actions by the Judiciary

Denial of justice and lack of due process before domestic courts

Actions by Local Municipalities

Revocation of or refusal to provide permits necessary for the
investor to conduct its business in the host State

State actions which may breach investors’ rights under
investment treaties and trigger international arbitration

investor to conduct its business in the host State

Actions by Police/Security Forces

Arbitrary or discriminatory criminal proceedings against an investor

Failure to protect investors and their investments from physical
harm arising from insurrection and political upheaval
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Practical examples – findings of treaty breaches
by arbitral tribunals

Veteran Petroleum Limited (Cyprus) v. Russian Federation
PCA Case No. AA 228, Final Award, 18 July 2014

Taxation Measures –
Arbitrariness, ExpropriationArbitrariness, Expropriation
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Practical examples – findings of treaty breaches
by arbitral tribunals

Cargill, Incorporated v. United Mexican States
ICSID Case No. ARB(AF)/05/2, Award, 18 September 2009

Taxation Measures –
Discrimination, National
TreatmentTreatment
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Practical examples – findings of treaty breaches
by arbitral tribunals

Ampal-American Israel Corp., and others
v. Arab Republic of Egypt, ICSID Case No. ARB/12/11, 21 February 2017)

Insurrection and political upheaval –
Full Protection and Security
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Practical examples – findings of treaty breaches
by arbitral tribunals

Denial of justice by Courts –
Fair and Equitable Treatment

Dan Cake S.A. v. Hungary, ICSID Case No. ARB/12/9
Decision on Jurisdiction and Liability, 24 August 2015
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Practical examples – findings of treaty breaches by
arbitral tribunals

Garanti Koza LLP v. Turkmenistan, ICSID Case No. ARB/11/20, Award, 19 December 2016

Breach of Contract by State
– Umbrella Clause
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Investment Treaties and Investor/State Arbitration
are not Insurance Policies against State Measures

 One needs to comply with several conditions to qualify for
treaty protection

 The threshold to establish a treaty breach is high (and may be
getting higher) – States have defenses including very legitimate
onesones

 Preserving a State’s ability to regulate is key, as long as
regulation complies with the standards of international law

 Investment treaties must be an additional tool that an
investor should have in its hands when investing in any country
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International Investment Treaties (“IIAs”)

 Countries with BITs in force

 Countries with BITs signed but not in force

Example - Bilateral Investment Treaties (BIT) of the United States
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International Investment Treaties (“IIAs”)

Example – Bilateral Investment Treaties of the Netherlands

 Countries with Bilateral Investment Treaties in force

 Countries with treaties signed but not in force
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• Examples of Multilateral Treaties with Investment
Protection Provisions

– North American Free Trade Agreement (1994) (NAFTA)

– ASEAN Comprehensive Investment Agreement (2009)

– Comprehensive Trade and Economic Agreement between

International Investment Treaties (“IIAs”)

– Comprehensive Trade and Economic Agreement between
Canada and the European Union (2016 – not yet in force)

– Energy Charter Treaty (1994)

– Organisation of the Islamic Conference (OIC) Investment
Agreement (1981)
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Qualifying for an investor-State claim: the “classic”
definition of “Investor”
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• The common response of tribunal’s when asked to “pierce the
corporate veil” in presence of broad definition of legal persons

Qualifying for an investor-State claim: the “classic”
definition of “Investor”
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Qualifying for an investor-State claim: the “new
generation” definition of “Investor”
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• Seeking to prevent claims from “shell” or “mailbox”
companies

Qualifying for an investor-State claim: the “new
generation” definition of “Investor”
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• When are shell companies excluded?

Qualifying for an investor-State claim:
the “new generation” definition of “Investor”
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Qualifying for an investor-State claim:
the definition of “Investment”
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U.S. IIAs with African States Netherlands IIAs with African States

 Countries with
treaties in force

Investment Protection through Complex Structures
and Protection of Indirect Investment

How to Structure an Investment to Qualify for
Protection under Treaties: example

treaties in force

 Countries with
treaties signed but
not in force
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How to Structure an Investment to Qualify for Protection
under Treaties: example

Every African State has at
least one BIT in force, so it is
almost always possible to
structure the investment to

Investment Protection through Complex Structures and
Protection of Indirect Investment

structure the investment to
enjoy investment protection
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How to Structure an Investment to Qualify for Protection
under Treaties: example
• Investment in Ghana

– There is no US – Ghana BIT

– 8 BITs in force available (China, Denmark,
Germany, Malaysia, Netherlands, Serbia,
Switzerland, United Kingdom)

Investment Protection through Complex Structures and
Protection of Indirect Investment

Switzerland, United Kingdom)

• Consider content of BITs and check tax status

• Netherlands – Ghana BIT
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How to Structure an Investment to Qualify for Protection
under Treaties: example

US Shareholder
A

US Shareholder
B

UAE
Shareholder C

Investment Protection through Complex Structures and
Protection of Indirect Investment

SPV in NL

Investment Company
in Ghana
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 Importance of “timing” of the restructuring to avoid problems of
admissibility due to allegations of “abuse of process” or “abuse of rights”

 Before the dispute (Mobil v. Venezuela (2010); Phoenix v. Czech Republic (2009)

 Before the dispute “looms” (René Rose Levy and Gramcitel v. Peru (2015)

Investment Protection through Complex Structures and
Protection of Indirect Investment



Conclusion

Add investment treaties
to your checklist when considering
an investment abroad or assessingan investment abroad or assessing

the level of protection that your current
investments around the world have

and assess whether to resort to their
provisions in case of dispute
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